
BOOK REPORT FOR FIRST GRADER

First grade is when students will first encounter the book report. Get ideas for teaching your class how to write a basic
book report by teaching them to recognize.

Posted by Lindsay Barrett A former elementary teacher and reading nonprofit director, Lindsay now works as
a literacy consultant and freelance writer while wrangling her four young children. To build his social studies
skills, your first grader: Learns and talks about his own family, different types of families in the present and in
history, and his community. Talk with your child about the similarities and differences between other
communities and your own. Zoey and Sassafras books by Asia Citro With sick magical animals in need of
help and an inspiring, relatable girl-scientist hero, this is a series to collect for your classroom. Find Museum
ABC at your local library. For example, students may write about a math problem, explaining how they solved
it, or write about a topic they learned in science or social studies. The book will challenge children to look for
the story and details in paintings they see. Seuss used when he did not illustrate a title , this funny book is a
charmer. Buzz meets a fly that can say his name and decides it should be his pet. Perfect for: Kids who like
school. Find Flotsam at your local library. Young sports enthusiasts will be eager to read the play-by-play
accounts of his experiences in every sports season. When the brothers work things out and find joy in each
other, my 5-year-old daughter in my lap was full of happiness and bounce. Have the children send pictures of
their communities to each other. This book encourages children to believe in themselves. Write a friendly
letter to the author Write a friendly letter to one of the characters Think about your objective for each lesson.
This book opens simply enough, with two piglets waking up to the pre-dawn sounds of the garbage men
making their rounds. Breaks up longer words into syllables in order to read them. Find Penguins at your local
library. A transition word chart 1MB PDF could be developed during a mini-lesson or conference where the
class looks at other texts to see other words authors use to show sequence. Also, how about starting your own
collections of wonderful words? Dead center in the fish-eye lens on the cover of this fantastic visual voyage
floats another lens centered in the face of an old-fashioned brownie-style box camera. Is it fiction or
nonfiction? By looking at the cover and the title can you predict what the book is about? Find Worm Gets a
Job at your local library. The animals do play in the forest all the way through the book. So with each book
you read to your students always start by talking about the book itself. Track how many your child got right,
and encourage him to try to beat his record the next time you play. One day, Mudge gets lost. Find Sally and
the Some-Thing at your local library. Create Your Own Dictionary: As your child learns to read new words
and understand the meaning of those words, keep track of them in your own personal dictionary.


